There must be some kind of way out of this currency devaluation and here it is: November 17, 2012.

So let us not talk falsely now; the hour is getting late—"All along the watchtower"—Jimi Hendrix.

"America First Bill Proposal"

1) Change the currency like the Europeans did and end all deficits and slash taxes in half.

2) Back the new currency with 1991 forfeited U.N. Accords in Iraq after violating Accords with half of oil to the Treasury.

3) This rejuvenates the devalued currency and gets everyone "Double capital" and stops the defrauding of all banks, investors, corporate stockholders and U.S. corporations and allows U.S. foreign policy in our favor around the world before the currency rejuvenates.

4) There is monies for international Middle East peace at the Gaza Strip for Palestinian's that were not afforded to them before.

5) Neverending monies to the U.S. Treasury will increase all federal pensions and salaries and pay for any war we may find ourselves in ever. We will never pay for another war again.

6) There is plenty of monies flowing from; "The Garden of Allah"—Don Henley

For the whole world and the whole world is dependent on these monies now!

Fernando Fontanez
Fernando Fontenez...Pete's youngest lieutenant is 10 years old...quick and bright...full of energy. He is working on a book titled "The Story of Pete Bensing--A True Story of a True Man." He met Pete in Lakeview on the 38th day of the neighborhood campaign.
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(Printed by Authority of the State of Illinois)
Resolved, By the House of Representatives of the Seventy-eighth General Assembly of the State of Illinois, that Members of this House join his parishioners and many friends who, on June 2, 1974, honored Father Stoga with a reception following a concelebrated Mass at St. Bruno's; and, be it further

Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Father Stoga as a token of our respect for his long and devoted service to God and Man.

Messrs. Telcser, Ryan, Peters and Merlo offered the following resolution:

HOUSE RESOLUTION 1053

Whereas, Fernando Fontanex, a sixth grader in Chicago, has shown a deep concern for whales and seals and other matters concerning our entire environment; and

Whereas, Fernando's broad interests also have taken him into the field of politics by becoming a friend and advisor to Representatives Arthur A. Telcser, George Ryan, Pete Piotrowicz Peters, and John Merlo; and

Whereas, Fernando, whose current interest also includes baseball, hopes one day to become a United States Senator; and

Whereas, Though only eleven years old, he has already demonstrated his legal drafting techniques in a bill to prohibit the slaughter of seals and whales by the use of explosive harpoons; and

Whereas, It is a rare delight to the members of this House to witness the emergence of political, social and environmental concerns in one so young and also so talented; therefore, be it

Resolved, By the House of Representatives of the Seventy-eighth General Assembly of the State of Illinois, that we commend Fernando Fontanex for the inspiring and impressive manner in which he has so ably conducted himself as a volunteer worker for Representatives Telcser, Ryan, Peters, and Merlo; and, be it further

Resolved, That a suitable copy of this preamble and resolution be presented to Fernando Fontanex as an expression of our best wishes for the fulfillment of his political aspirations and for a bright and happy future.

Messrs. Craig, Choate, Fennessey, Bradley, McGrew, Barry, J. D. Holloway, Schisler, Stone, VonBoeckman, Beaufre, Schraeder, Brinkmeier, Stedelin, Brummet, Hanahan, Neff, R. L. Dunne, Shurtz, McClain, Waddell, Campbell, Tipsword and Mrs. Kent offered the following resolution:

HOUSE RESOLUTION 1054

Whereas, The quantity and quality of food produced by the American agricultural and food processing industry is vital to both the physical health of the American people and to the health of the entire American economy; and

Whereas, The government of the United States has enacted and has provided for strict enforcement of standards related to the quality of meat products at all levels of the production chain, including farmers, slaughter houses, processors and packers; and

Whereas, These strict standards are not entirely applicable, however, to meat products imported to the United States from other countries — products which compete with American-produced meat and which affect the prices of American products; and

Whereas, Although international trade is important, American meat producers, processors, and consumers have a right to expect the federal government to apply the same quality-control criteria to foreign meat products as are applied to domestic meats; therefore, be it
Fernando
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PLEASE SUPPORT THE 1989 CELEBRATION OF "BATMAN" A CELEBRATION
Exclusive: Meet the Real BATMAN

certain death, awaits
you should you
lose your grip.

HANG TOUGH

Caped crusader

Fernando Fontanez, dressed as Batman, climbs the Batcolumn sculpture at 600 W. Madison St. Friday. He was removed by a Fire Department hook-and-ladder crew and promptly arrested.
Cops aren't batty about 'Batman' stunt

Stuntman Fernando Fontanez, outfitted in a "Batman" costume, waves to spectators Friday as he perches atop the 100-foot Batcolumn sculpture at the U.S. Social Security building at 600 W. Madison. Fontanez scaled the Claes Oldenburg sculpture to the top and then climbed down inside the structure to chat with bystanders. Police officers finally persuaded him to climb outside again. Firefighters used a ladder (below) to bring him down, and then the police—who were not enthralled with the would-be Caped Crusader—arrested Fontanez.

Crowd cheers Batclimber

Dressed in a Batman costume, Fernando Fontanez waves triumph after scaling the 100-foot-high "Batcolumn" sculpture at the Social Security Administration Building, 600 W. Madison. Fontanez, of 3905 W. Belden, brought cheers Friday from the happy crowd of nearly 300 spectators, but his noontime stunt also resulted in federal misdemeanor charges that could net a $500 fine.
is out, but not down yet

Cox, who lives in nearby Hyde Park,
well and others at the school
say they consider Cox their ally in
this fight, and they are hoping she
will “come through” for the school
at the board’s next meeting
Wednesday.
Elder and others milling about
the school halls Friday morning
say they don’t understand how the
board could continue with plans
to close Shakespeare. Elder has
said repeatedly that if the school is
closed, Shakespeare children will
be forced to walk through danger-
ous, gang-infested neighborhoods
to get to school.
“Apparently, the board didn’t
think that was such a big thing,”
Elder said.
And he has emphasized that
children at his school have higher
state test scores than the children
at Woodson and Price—two of the
schools that would receive Shakes-
peare pupils.
Sources on the board say a re-
versal of the decision to close
Shakespeare is unlikely. And at
least a few pupils who were
leaving Shakespeare on Friday
morning seemed to accept the fact
that their school would be closed.
But Elder said he still feels up-
beat about changing the board’s
mind.
“We’re going to make our last
stand on Wednesday in front of
the board,” Elder said. “I know it
will be difficult with a new board,
but it should be easy enough to
see that closing one school is not
going to balance the budget.”

Bat-stunt

Dressed as Batman, Fernando Fontanez
perches Friday atop the baseball bat sculpture at
the Social Security Administration Building, 600
W. Madison St. Police later arrested Fontanez.
The Batcolumn was hoisted into position on April 13, 1977. At the time, there was an unobstructed view of the Sears Tower from the site. The Batcolumn is 96 feet 8 inches high. The widest diameter is 9 feet 9 inches, and the narrowest is 4 feet 6 inches. The sculpture weighs 20 tons.
The site from the roof of the Social Security Administration Center during the installation. Two skid row "fophouses" were still in operation across the street.
A bat physically resembles a policeman’s nightstick and can be used in the same way, but the potential for hard, harmful contact is diminished by the sculpture’s transparency, its shifting texture of light and darkness. Red had been the color applied to the model submitted to the General Services Administration. However, in July 1976, when Coosje van Bruggen visited the site with me, she had pointed out that red was reminiscent not only of Chicago fireplugs but also of Alexander Calder’s *Flamingo*, situated in front of the Federal Center, and would identify the Batcolumn as a sculpture, isolated from its surroundings.

The Batcolumn’s silhouette and emphasize its architectural appearance by relating the color to metallic construction details found in the vicinity — fire escapes, bridges, water tanks, and elevated train platforms.

**Batcolumn, 1977**

Steel and aluminum painted with polyurethane enamel
96 ft. 8 in. x 9 ft. 9 in. (29.46 x 2.97 m) diameter, on base 4 ft. x 10 ft. (1.22 x 3.05 m) diameter

Harold Washington Social Security Center, 600 West Madison Street, Chicago

The Batcolumn just after installation, looking toward the former Northwestern Station.
Sixteen years after the installation of the Batcolumn, the architects’ vision for the area around the site had to a considerable extent come true. The vacant areas have been paved over to make parking lots or small parks. High-rise residential complexes have indeed sprouted along Madison Street in place of skid row hotels, and to the east the massive variegated side wall of the Northwestern Atrium Center forms a strikingly different backdrop for the sculpture. The station with its facade of columns and the lighthouse that inspired the Batcolumn are long gone, showing the evanescence of any notion of site-specificness. Nevertheless there are still enough open spaces around the site, especially westward, which allow the sculpture to imprint itself upon the sky. The architecture is more insistent than ever, even if it is no longer of the style to which the Batcolumn was related. Like every other structure remaining in Chicago, the Batcolumn has become a reminder of a particular moment in the city’s history.

BATMAN STUNT: A man dressed in a Batman costume scaled the broken, upright half of the Michigan Avenue bridge Friday. Hundreds of lunch-goers watched Fernando Fontanez, 29, (right) climb about 140 rungs of the bridge's fence. A Fire Department hook and ladder truck was used to fetch Fontanez, a local stuntman. He said he climbed the bridge in order to "break the monotony" of news coverage of Chicago's crime. Fontanez, of the 3900 block of West Belden, was charged with an "aerial safety violation," which is a misdemeanor.

SCHOOL FUND:
A 31/2-day radiothon and sports auction raised more than $87,000 to support high school
Fernando Fontana, known as the "Batman of Chicago," spread his cape from the Michigan Avenue Bridge on Friday. Fontana was arrested after he climbed a statue of Batman and eluded firefighters who tried to bring him down.
Holy mike! Batman was wired. After Fernando Fontanez was busted for scaling the sprung Michigan Avenue bridge Oct. 23, cops confiscated more than his Batman outfit. It turns out Fontanez was wearing a Sony mike and transmitter. INC. heard that the whole thing was a setup and that he was going to beam the caper to Channel 44. But a spokesman said the station just "happened to be there." "We're an aggressive news operation," he said. Holy smoke screen!
ZIPPED UP TIGHT - TONITE!
March 16, 1987
Out of Order

Metro
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Hat
Live
STREET SAINT Fernando Fontanez, right, hands out money to men at a Chicago soup kitchen.

Fernando Fontanez will soon be out of work, but that didn't stop him from spicing up a soup line — giving $200 to hungry folks who are down and out.

The kindhearted good Samaritan said it was sad seeing the line of destitute men in the soup line as he drove to and from work. Even though he will lose his own job as a courier for a computer company, big-hearted Fernando wanted to do something kind.

Fernando, 20, went to the bank and drew out $200 — one-third of his savings. "I told him to face reality," said his brother Don. "He'll be out of work April 15. But he was stuck on the idea."

The men in the Chicago, Ill., soup line were flabbergasted when the 20-year-old Fernando pulled out his wad of money and distributed it. "Nobody has ever given me something for nothing," said one of the men. "The man's a saint if there ever was one. God bless him."

An elderly man who had been out of work for more than two years was near tears when Fernando gave him the money. "I hope the Lord will allow me to repay his kindness before I die," he said softly.

— ALEX JACKSON
April 10, 1984

Dear Mr. Fontanez:

I have read the recent account of your cash giveaway to poor people on West Madison Street.

Anyone can share good fortune with their family and friends, but you found a way to share, and give a little hope to total strangers. That unselfish act places you high on the roster of "Good Samaritans".

Please accept my best wishes for a fulfilling and successful future.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Mayor

Mr. Fernando Fontanez
2053 North Lawndale
Chicago, Illinois 60647
"STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN" AND "FERNANDO FONTAINE"
"EMBASSY BALLROOM" "CHICAGO 1984"
TEAR DOWN TUT (COMMUNIST
TERRORIST
"WALL OF DENIAL"
"STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN"
DENYING
AMERICA AND THE WORLD
THEIR MONEY STILL OWED TO ALL OF US! ✯
The fugitive, Fluky, loses out as star

CHICAGO SUN-TIMES, Sunday, February 22, 1966
Many knew that Tuy Marine was going to do Tuy work in 1991 to stop "9-11" and they distracted me with violence attempted murder. Hit me with a car and killed me. Brought back to life and then blown up in a car trying to burn me alive but they could not stop me from catching the communist/al-qaeda wave. After "9-11" and stopping "9-11" #2 with "AmericaFirstBill.com" the beacon guiding America.
DON'T BE AFRAID TO TRY THE GREATEST SPORT AROUND;
"CATCH A WAVE" OF TERROR AND STOP "BEACH BOYS" TERRORIST
ATTACKING AMERICA! 
MACYS CHICAGO FOUNTAIN

Get American and the World Never-Ending Monies
"Water of Love" Abundance Still Owed by;
"Dire Straits" "Saddam Hussein"

Violating U.N. Accords in 1991 and Killing
100,000 Kurds, Friends of America — From the
Fountain That Was Not Made by the
Hands of Man "Ripple" "Grateful Dead"